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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
This work consists of two papers* each dealing with a separate 
problem. The main connection between them is that both studies began 
as a search for computer algorithms to solve specific problems with 
inherent combinatorial difficulties. 
The first problem is to find the smallest sphere enclosing an 
arbitrary bounded set of points in R°. The search for a practical 
algorithm led to a general development of the theory of circumspheres 
in Uilbert spaces as well as a new algorithm in R°. This is the 
content of the first paper. 
The second problem is to find identities in a finite-dimensional, 
nonassociative algebra. Here, the search for a practical algorithm led 
to the development of a method and a computer package for finding and 
checking multilinear identities in any such algebra. The package was 
then used to find all the identities of degree six containing two 
occurrences of each of three generators in the free alternative algebra 
on three generators. In the process, an alternative algebra of 
dimension 307 was constructed. The method and the computer package are 
the subjects of the second paper. 
Explanation of Thesis/Dissertation Foirmat 
Each of the two papers is self-contained. Both are the sole work 
of this author. In each paper, the results, including lemmas, 
theorems, and corollaries are numbered sequentially, beginning with 1. 
For example, the first three results of the first paper are labeled 
lemma 1, lemma 2, and theorem 3. Proofs end with a *T]** symbol. 
References in each paper refer only to results within that paper. 
Definitions, equations, examples, and figures are also numbered 
sequentially from 1 in each paper for referencing within that paper. 
CIRCUMSPHERES IN HILBERT SPACE 
by 
Ronald Kenneth Smith 
Graceland College 
Lamoni, lA 
50140 
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Introduction 
In any metric space* a circumsphere of a bounded set X is 
defined to be a sphere of smallest radius enclosing X. In this paper, 
we present several results about circumspheres in complete inner 
product spaces. We begin with a new proof of the existence and 
uniqueness of the circumsphere of any nonempty, bounded set in a 
Hilbert space. Next, we show that if r is the radius of the circum­
sphere of X and d is its diameter (d = sup "x-y" over all x,y € X), 
then r S d//2. Finally, we give a new characterization of circumspheres 
in in terms of nonredundant sets. A set X is called nonredundaut 
if each point x 6 X lies outside the circumsphere of the set X-{x}. We 
show that a nonredundant set X never has more than n+1 points, and that 
its convex hull contains a unique point which is equidistant from each 
point of X. The circumsphere of the set X is precisely the sphere 
centered at this point which contains X on its boundary. Furthermore, 
the closure of every nonempty* bounded set in contains a non­
redundant subset whose circumsphere is also the circumsphere of the 
original set. This characterization leads directly to some algorithms 
for finding circumspheres in R^. 
Notation 
Throughout this paper* we will be working in an inner product 
space H with inner product ('*') and norm ' . We will use R for the 
real numbers* and R° denotes Euclidean n space. 
For any c £ H and r & 0* we will denote the sphere {x: **x-c** = r} 
by S[c*r]> and the closed ball {x; "x-c" 6 r} by B[c,r]. When we say 
that a sphere contains X, we mean X c S[c,r]. When we say that a 
sphere encloses X, we mean X «= B[c,r]. 
If X is a set* then the closure of X is CL X. The flat generated 
by X, denoted by FLAT X, is the smallest translate of a subspace 
4 
k 
containing X. It consists of all points of the form ÇDM t^cj where 1=0 
k 
SUM t. =1» t. e R, and c- e X. The convex hull of X, denoted by 
i=0 1 ^ 1 
CONV X is the smallest convex set containing X. It consists of all 
points of FLAT X with coefficients t^ 2 0 for all i. 
A Little Lemma 
Let C = {CQ.C|...CQ} be a set in an inner product space. The 
distance "x-c** between any point x and an arbitrary point c e FLAT C is 
completely determined by the distances "x-c^**. "c^-cj**» and the 
coefficients t^ of c. This is the substance of our first lemma* upon 
which all the results of this paper rest. 
Lemma 1. Let X be an inner product space. Fix cg.c^o^c^ e X. 
n n 
Choose any c = SUM t^c- where SUM t.- = 1 and tj c R. Then for x e X. 
i=0 1 1 i=0 ^ 1 
"x-c"^ = SUM t;~X-C;"2 - SUM t-t-"cj-c (1) 
i i x<j J J 
In the case of only two points, we write 
c = c(t) = (l-t)cQ + tcj and 
**x-c(t)**^ = (t^-t)"cQ-C2**^ + (l-t)"x-Co~^ + t**x-cj^"^. (2) 
Proof: First, suppose a^j and b^j are numbers with b^j = a^j + ajj^ 
for 0 s: i,j a n. Then SUM a:  = SUM (a-•+a4-) = SUM b-.. In particu-
i*j i<j J J Kj J 
lar, set a^j = t^tj[*'x-C£*'^-(x-C£,x-Cj)!] and b^j = t£tj**C£-Cj Then, 
SUM t,-ti[**X-C^"^ - (x-c:,x-c;)] = SUM t:t:"c:-c:~^. 
izj 1 J ^ ^ J i<j 1 J 1 J 
n 9 
Now SUM t: = 1 so that "x-c" = (SUM t:(x-Ci),SUM t:(x-c:)) 
i=0 i j J 
= SUM t?~x-c.'*^ + SUM t• t .(x-c-,x-c .) 
il 1 izj 1 J ^ J 
5 
= SUM t^(l-SUM tj)"x-C£"^ + SUM t^tj(x-Cj^,x-Cj) 
i^j 
= SUM t-"x-c-"^ - SUM t-t .["x-c-"^ - (x-c.,x-c.)] 
i 1 ^ iXj 1 J 1 ^ J 
= SUM tj"x-c,-"^ - SUM as required, • 
il 1 
We can use lemma 1 to explicitly construct a very useful family 
of spheres from any two spheres that enclose a common point. 
Lemma 2. Let SCcQ.rg] and SCcjtTj] be two spheres such that 
BCcQ.rg] n BCcj.rj] is nonempty. Let S(t) be the sphere SCc(t).r(t)] 
where c(t) and r(t) are given by 
c(t) = (l-t)cQ + tc^ and (3) 
r2(t) = (t2-t)"co-cf2 + (l-t)r§ + trf. (4) 
If S[cQ,rQ] n SLcjitj] is nonempty, then r(t) is defined and S(t) 
encloses SCcQ.rg] n S[c2»r2D for all t e R, In any case, r(t) is 
defined and S(t) encloses BCcQ.rg] n BEcj.rj] for all t e [0,1]. 
Proof: Choose x e S[CQ,RQ] n SCc^.RJ]. Then, "X-CQ" = rg, and 
"x-cj" = r^. Substitution into (2) gives "x-c(t)"^ = r^(t). It 
follows that S(t) contains SCcg,!^] n SCc^frj] for all t. If 
X e BCcg,!^] n BCcj.rj] and t € [0,1], then (l-t)~x-CQ~^ £ (l-t)rQ, 
and t'x-c^ £ tr^. Substitution into (2) gives "x-c(t)"^ S r^(t). It 
follows that r(t) is defined and that S(t) encloses B[cQ,rQ] n B[cj,rj] 
for t € [0,1]. 0 
Definition 1. The sphere S(t) is said to be in the family 
generated by S[cQ,rQ] and S[c2,rj] if S(t) = S[c(t),r(t)] where c(t) 
and r{t) are given by (3) and (4). Note that the parameterization 
has been chosen so that S(0) = S[cQ,rQ] and S(l) = S[c2,ri]. If 
6 
t c [0.1], we say that S(t) is between SCCQ.TQ] and SCcjtTj]. 
Circumspheres 
Now we are ready to prove the existence and uniqueness of 
circumspheres in Hilbert space. Once we have shown this, we can 
easily show some important classes of sets which have the same circum­
sphere as a set X. We conclude this section with a proof that the 
center of the circumsphere of a set always lies in the closure of the 
convex hull of that set, and we give a sufficient condition for finding 
the circumsphere of a set. While none of these results are really new, 
most authors deal only with finite dimensions, and may only mention 
that some results bold in general. These are the preliminaries 
necessary to extend Jung's theorem into Hilbert space in the next 
section. 
Theorem 3. Let X be a nonempty bounded subset of a complete 
inner product space H, There exists a unique sphere S[c(X},r(X)] with 
minimal radius enclosing X. 
Proof; Let r(X) = inf{reR; S[c,r] encloses X}. Choose any sequence 
of spheres S[c£,rj^!] enclosing X such that the sequence of radii {r^} 
converges to r(X). For any e > 0, choose N so that r^ < r^(X) + e^/4 
whenever n > N. If n,m > N, the sphere S(l/2) between S[Cg,r^] and 
SCcjjj.rjij] encloses X, so that r^(X) S r^(l/2) = 
-l/4**Cjj-Cj^**^ + l/2(r^ + r^) g + r^(X) + e^/4. It follows 
that "cjj-Cjjj" i e, so the sequence of centers, {c^} is a Cauchy 
sequence. Let c(X) be the limit of this sequence. To see that X is 
enclosed by SCc(X),r(X)], take n large enough so that r^ < r(X) + 6/2 
and **Cjj-c(X)** < c/2. Then, for any x c X, "x-c(X)~ a 
"x-c^** + "Cj^-cCx)** < r(X) + e. Since this holds for every € > 0, 
"x-c(X)" g r(X). Since this is true for every x € X, S[c(X),r(X)] 
encloses X. For uniqueness, suppose X is enclosed by S[c,r(x)] as 
7 
well. Then, X must also be enclosed by S(l/2) between them (lemma 2). 
But then, r^(X) S r^(l/2) = -l/4"c-c(X)"2 + r^(X), so c = c(X). • 
Definition 2. Let X be a nonempty, bounded set in a Hilbert 
space. Denote the circumsphere of X by S(X). Then S(X) = 
S[c(X),r(X)]. c(X) and r(x) are called the circumcenter and circum-
radius of X, respectively. 
Definition 3. If S(Y) = S(X), then we say that the set Y 
supports X. In particular, if Y is contained in X, then Y is a 
supporting subset of X. 
Corollary 4. Let Y be a subset of X. The following are 
equivalent: 
i. X is enclosed by S(Y) 
ii. r(X) 6 r(Y) 
iii. Y is a supporting subset of X. 
Proof: (i => ii) If X is enclosed by S(Y), and r(X) is the smallest 
radius of any sphere enclosing X, then r(X) £ r(Y). (ii => iii) Since 
Y c X, Y is enclosed by S(X). So, r(Y) S r(X). If also r(X) ^  r(Y) 
then rCX) = r(Y). But then S(X) is a circumsphere of Y, By uniqueness, 
S(Y) = S(X). (iii => i) If S(Y) = S(X) it obviously encloses X. • 
Using this corollary, a number of sets related to X can be shown 
to support one another. For example, since the ball B[c(X),r(X)] is a 
closed set containing X, it must also contain CL X. But then X is a 
subset of CL X, and CL X is enclosed by S(X). Hence S(X) = S(CL X) by 
(i => iii). Similarly, since balls are also convex, it follows that 
S(X) = S(COHV X). Combining these also gives S(X) = S(CL CONV X) = 
S(CONV CL X). 
An important family of supporting subsets of X is given by those 
subsets which lie close to the surface of S(X). This is the substance 
of the next lemma. 
8 
Lemma 5. Let X be a nonempty, bounded set. Let € > 0. Let 
Xg = {x Ê X; "x-c(X)" & r(X) - e). Then* Xg supports X. 
Proof; First» note that Xg is never empty when € > 0, since otherwise 
SEc(X)»r(X)-c3 would enclose X, Thus, S(Xg) exists. Suppose c(X) = 
c(Xg), and let m = max(r(Xg), r(X) - e}. Then, X is enclosed in 
S[c(X),m]. This gives r(X) S m forcing m = r(Xg). Thus, r(X) S r(Xg), 
and we are done by corollary 4 (ii => iii). Now suppose that c(X) % 
c(Xg). Let S(t) be between S(X) and S(Xg) for each t e [0,1]. We 
claim that r(t) is a continuous, strictly decreasing function on [0,1]. 
Since both S(X) and S(Xg) enclose X^, so does S(t) for each t e [0,1] 
(lemma 2). Since r(l) = r(Xg) is the smallest radius of any sphere 
containing Xg, r^(t) is minimized on this interval at 1. Also, from 
the form of r^(t), it is evident that it is an arc of an upward-opening 
parabola on this interval. It follows that r^(t) is a continuous, 
strictly decreasing function here. Hence, so is r(t). Now choose t 
with 0 < t < €/[2**c(X)-c(Xg)**] with r(t) > r(X) - e/2. Pick any y 
outside S(t). y cannot be in Xg since S(t) encloses Xg. On the other 
hand, note that "c(t)-c(X)" = t**c(X)-c(Xg)** < e/2. So, **y-c(X)** & 
**y-c(t)** - *'c(t)-c(Xg)** > r(t) - c/2 k r(X) - e. Hence, y cannot be in 
X, and X is enclosed by S(t). This is impossible, since r(t) < r(0) = 
r(X). This contradiction shows that c(X) and c(Xg) must coincide, and 
we are done. D 
Lemma 6. c(X) always belongs to CL CONV X. 
Proof: The proof rests on two facts whose proofs we shall defer for a 
moment. If X is a closed, convex set and y is any point, then there 
exists a unique point y' e X, called the projection of y on X, which is 
closer to y than any other point of X. In fact, "x-y** k ~x-y'" for 
every x € X. Assuming these facts, r(X) & "x-c(X)" i "x-c(X)'~ for 
every x e X, so X is enclosed by S[c(X)',r(X)]. By uniqueness of 
9 
circumspheres» c(X) = c(X)* c X. Finally, from the remarks following 
corollary 4 we have for any set X that S(X) = S(CL CONV X). Since the 
closure of a convex set is still convex as well as closed, we are done. 
Now we shall proceed to prove our claims about a point and 
its projection onto a set X which is closed and convex. Fix any y. 
Set r = inf{"x-y~; x £ X}. Pick any sequence of spheres Stc£,r£ll each 
of which contains y and is centered in X, and so that the sequence of 
radii converges to r. Since X is convex, the sphere S(l/2) between any 
two spheres SCc^.r^^] and SCc^.r^] is still centered in X, and it must 
also contain y, so that r^ 6 r^(l/2) = -1/4**C^-Cjj~^ + l/2(r^ + r^). As 
in the proof of theorem 3, it follows that the sequence of centers, 
{c^} must be a Cauchy sequence, and that its limit, which we shall call 
y', is the unique point in CL X with "y-y'" = r. 
To see that y* is actually closer to each x e X than y is, fix 
X e X and define f(t) = "y-c(t)"^ where c(t) = (l-t)y' + tx« We have 
just shown that "y-y*" ^  "y-c(t)" for t € [0,1] since c(t) c CL CONV X 
for each such t. Since c(0) = y', we see that f(t) is minimized on 
[0,1] at 0. From equation 2, we see that f(t) = 
(t^ - t)'*y'-x**^ + (l-t)**y-y'**^ + t"y-x"^. Since this is a parabola 
whose minimum on [0,1] occurs at 0, its derivative there cannot be 
negative. We must have 0 ^  f*(0) = - "y'-x**^ - + **y-x**^. 
Consequently, "y-x** & ~y'-x** as required. 0 
Next, we present a sufficient condition for finding circumspheres. 
It is far from necessary in general, but we shall see that it almost 
has a converse in (see theorem 11). 
Lemma 7. If there exists a point c € CL CONV X and an r e R 
such that **x-c*' = r for all x c X, then S(X) = S[c,r]. 
Proof; First, we shall show that if c c CONV X and z is any other 
point, then there is smne x e X closer to c than to z [3, lemma 2]. 
10 
n n 
Let c = SUM t.-x- where SUM t:= 1, t: & 0, and x^ e X for i = 1,2...n. 
i=0 ^ ^ i=0 ^ ^ 1 
Suppose "z-x" 6 "c-x" for all x e X. By lemma 1» 
"z-c*"^ = "z-SUM tjxj"^ = SUM tj"z-X4**^ - SUM t:t;"x;-x:"^ 5 
ii-i il 3- i<j 1 J 1 J 
SUM t."c-X;~2 - SUM t;t:"x--x-"2 = "c-SUM t-x-**^ = 0. 
i ^ ^ i<j 1 J 1 j i 11 
Consequently, either c = z or **c-x** < **z-x** for some x e X. Now 
suppose that c £ CONV X is equidistant from each x £ X. Then, 
r(X) £ r since X is enclosed by S[c,r]. If c(X) % c, then for some 
X £ X, r = "x-c** < **x-c(X)" i r(X). This is impossible, so c(X) = c. 
Clearly, r(X) = r and S(X) = S[c,r]. 
If c is a limit point of CONV X but is not in CONV X, then there 
is a sequence {c^} in CONV X which converges to c but c^ * c(X) for any 
i. Using the first result, this time with C£ for c and c(X) for z, we 
see that for each i, there is some x^ £ X with "c^-Xi** < "c(X)-Xi". 
Now r'ci-Xi" - r| = |"ci-Xi" - "x^-c**! S "cj-c" -»• 0. Therefore, r = 
lim "c.-x-" i lim inf"c(X)-x,-" S r(X). But r(X) 6 r since X is 
i X X i X 
enclosed in S[c,r]. It follows that r = r(X). From the uniqueness of 
circumspheres, S(X) = S[c,r]. • 
Jung's Theorem in Hilbert Space 
In this section, we give the best bound on the circumradius that 
can be given when the diameter of the set is known. The analogous 
bound in is known as Jung's theorem. We will derive it in the next 
section, where we concentrate on results in finite dimensions. We end 
this section with an example to show how badly behaved circumspheres 
can be in general. 
Theorem 8. Let d = diam(X), r = r(X). Then r S d//2, and 
this bound is the best possible. 
11 
m 
Proof; First note that when SUM t: = 1, it is true that ÇlttJ t.-ti = 
1=1 ^ KJ ^ J 
(SUM t:t: - SUM th/2 = (1 - SUM th/2 < 1/2. Now let e > 0 be given. 
i,j J i i 
Let y = {x e X; "x-c(X)"^ k - 6/2}. According to lemma 5» any 
subset of X consisting of all points outside some radius less than r(X) 
supports X. Certainly Y is such a set* so S(Y) = S(X). Consequently, 
c(X) e CL CONV Y by lemma 6. Choose points XQ(X]^...XJQ e Y with 
"cCx) - SUM t.-Xi"^ < e/2 where SUM t: =1# t; > 0 for i = 0*1...m. 
i i=0 
By equation 1* SUM t>"c(X)-x-"^ = SUM t•t-"x^-xi"^ + "c(X)-SUM t-x-"^. 
i ^ ^ i<j ^ J ^ J 1 
But then (SUM ti)(r^ - e/2) < (SUM tit:) d^ + e/2 so r^ < d^/2 + e for 
i i<j J 
every e > 0. Hence* r £ d//2. Equality is achieved in example 1. • 
2 Example 1. Consider 1 * the space of square summable 
sequences. Let Xj= (1/2*0*0...)* X2 = (0*2/3*0...) . . . 
x^ — (0...0*n/(n+l)*0...) ... 
Let X = {x£}. Clearly* X is enclosed by the unit sphere S[0*1]* so 
r(X) 5 1. On the other hand* if c(X) = (a^*02*03**.») then + 0 as 
n gets large since "c(X)" is finite. Thus* r(X) & sup"x^-c(X)** è 
lim|n/(n+l) - a^| =1. Hence* r(X) =1* and by uniqueness of circum-
spheres* S(X) = S[0.1]. Note also that diam(X) = 8up"x£-xj** = 
Bup(i2/(i+l)2 + j2/(j+l)2)l/2= /2. 
Note that no x e X lies on S(X) even though X is closed and 
bounded* and that c(X) does not lie in CONV X. Also x-y" < diam(X) 
for all x*y e X. Nevertheless* r(X) = diam(X)/*^. 
A sufficient condition for equality to occur in theorem 8 is 
that X contains a sequence {x^} with the property that for any e > 0* 
there is an N such that *'x£-Xj** > d - e whenever N < i < j. Choose 
12 
any m a 2, and let t^ = 1/m for all i. From equation (1), we have that 
n N+m n N+m o on 
r (X) & SUM /m = **c(X)- SUM Xi/vT + SUM /m > 
i=N+l ^ i=N+l ^ N<i<j ^ J 
3N+m 
(d^- €)lm-l)/2m. Since m is arbitrary. r^(X) ^  (d^- e)/2. Since € is 
arbitrary, r (X) k d /2 and by the first part of this proof, equality 
N+m 
occurs. As a bonus, we see that in this case, c(x) = lim SUM xj/m. 
N,m i=N+l 
Circumspheres in 
As demonstrated in example 1, even closed and bounded sets in a 
general Hilbert space can exhibit "bad" behavior with regard to their 
circumspheres. The situation is much nicer in r"^, however. The main 
advantage of working in R*^ is that we can always work with compact 
sets. In this section, we show how some of the previous results can be 
improved upon by assuming compactness or by taking the space to be R^. 
Then, we sketch the most commonly found results about circumspheres in 
R". 
Lemma 9. (See lemma 5) Let X be a nonempty compact subset of 
a Hilbert space. Let XQ = {xeX: "x-c(X)~ = r(X)}. Then, S(X) = S(XQ}. 
Proof: Because the distance from c(X) is a continuous function defined 
on X which is compact, the maximum "x-c(X)" must be attained at some 
X E X. But r(X) = max "x-c(X)", so Xn is not empty. Suppose r(X) > 
xcX 
RCXG) + e for some £ > 0. Let Y = {yeX; "y-x" S e for some x e XQ}. 
Then, r(Y) S rCXg) + £ < r(X). Consider S(t) between S(X) and S(Y) 
(definition 1). Then, r(t) < r(X) for t e (0,1), so S(t) cannot enclose 
X. Pick Xjj 6 X but outside S(l/n) for each n. Some subsequence {x^, } 
converges to XQ E X since X is compact. But where is XQ? On the one 
hand, XQ cannot be in XQ since Y is enclosed by S(l/n) for each n. 
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forcing > e for any x e Xq. On the other hand, r(X) & 
"xQ-c(X)" = lim *'xji,-c(X)** since x^^ -»• XQ £ X. For any i, ~XN^-c(X)~ 
& "xjj.-cd/n^)*' - '*c(l/n£)-c(X)" & rCl/n^) - l/n^^cCx) - c(Y)~ since 
x^ is outside Sd/n^) and the second terms are equal. Since r(t) is 
a continuous function* the limit of this last expression is r(0) = 
r(X). This forces "XQ-C(X)** = r(X). so that XQ E XQ. This contradic­
tion shows that r(X) S rCXg) + e for every e > 0. Hence, r(x) = rCXg) ,  
and by corollary 4, XQ supports X. • 
Lemma 10. (See lemma 6) If X is a nonempty compact subset of 
R^, then c(X) e CONV X. 
Proof: We use the fact that the convex hull of a compact set in R° is 
compact [4, 3.1] and therefore closed. From lemma 6, c(X) e CL CONV X 
= CONV X. 0 
Theorem 11. (See lemma 7) If X is a nonempty bounded subset 
of R^, then CL X contains a subset Y with n+1 or fewer points which 
supports X (i.e. S(Y) = S(X)), and there is a unique point in CONV Y 
which is equidistant from each y £ Y. This point is c(X). 
Proof; Let XQ = {x c CL X: **x-c(X)" = r(X)}. XQ is a closed subset 
of the compact set CL X, so XQ is also compact. By lemma 10, 
C(XQ) e CONV XQ. From lemma 9, S(XQ) = S(CL X) = S(X), so that 
c(X) £ CONV XQ. By a theorem of Caratheodory [4, p. 103], any point in 
the convex hull of a set in R° can be written as a convex combination 
of n+1 or fewer points of the set. Thus, c(X) is in the convex hull of 
a set Y C XQ which has n+1 or fewer points. But c(X) is equidistant 
from each point in XQ, and therefore in Y. It follows from lemma 7 
that S(Y) = S(XQ) = S(X). • 
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Theorem 12. (Jung [8], see theorem 8) Let d = diam(X) and r 
r{X). Then, r 6 d [n/(2(n+l))]^^^ with equality iff CL X contains a 
regular n-simplex of edge length d. 
Proof: From theorem 11, we may choose £ CL X (not neces­
sarily distinct) with *'x£-c(X)~ = r(X) for i = 0,l...n, and c(X) = 
SUM t;x; where tz & 0 and SUM t; = 1. Note that ÇUM tit: S n/(2(n+l)) 
i i X i 1 Kj J 
with equality iff t£ = l/(n+l) for i = 0*1...n. This is easily 
verified using Lagrange multipliers, for example. From equation 1, 
0 = **c(X)-SUM = r^(X) - SUM tit:"xj-x:~2 It follows that 
i ^ ^ 05i< ^ J ^ J 
jin 
r^ £ d^n/(2(n+l)) with equality iff "x^-xj** = d for 0 ^  i < j ^  n, and 
tj, = l/(n+l) for i = 0,1...n. 
Nonredundant Sets and Circumspheres 
Definition 4. If some x £ X is enclosed by S(X-{x})» then x is 
said to be redundant in X; otherwise, x is nonredundant in X. The set 
X is said to be redundant if any of its points is redundant, and non­
redundant otherwise. In particular, X is nonredundant iff x lies 
outside S(X-{x}) for every x £ X. 
Theprep 13, 
a. The following are equivalent: 
i. X is redundant in X 
ii. X-{x} is a supporting subset of X 
iii. r(X-{x}) = r(X) 
b. If X is nonredundant in X, then 
i. X lies on S(x) 
ii. X belongs to every supporting subset of X. 
Proof: Let X' denote X-{x}. It is easy to see that x is enclosed by 
S(X') iff X is enclosed by S(X') iff S(X) = S(X') iff r(X') = r(X). 
where the last two equivalences come from corollary 4, and (a) is done. 
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Suppose X lies outside S(X') but inside (not on) some sphere S[c,r] 
which encloses X. We claim there is a sphere of the form S(t) between 
S(X') and S[c,r] which contains x and is smaller than S[c,r]. Since it 
also encloses X' it must enclose all of X. To find this sphere just 
set "x-cCt)*" = r (t) and solve for t. Use (2) and (4) and cancel 
(t^-t)"c(X')-c"^. The resulting linear equation has the solution t = 
[1 + (r^-**x-c**^)/("x-c(X')"^-r^(X'))]'"^. Check that 0<t<l. Since S(X) 
encloses X and no smaller sphere does, x must lie on S(X}« For the 
second part of (b), let Y be any supporting subset of X, and suppose 
that X is not in Y. Then, Y c X-{x} c X, so r(Y) S r(X-{x}) S r(X). 
But r(Y) = r(X) by hypothesis, forcing r(X-{x}) = r(X). This 
contradicts part (a). Therefore, x c Y. • 
Lemma 14. Any finite set has a nonredundant supporting subset. 
Proof: Any set X supports itself. If X is finite, it must have a 
minimal (with respect to intersection) supporting subset. Call it Y. 
If X is redundant in Y, then S(Y-{x}) = S(Y) = S(X) contradicting the 
minimality of Y. Therefore, Y is nonredundant. • 
Lemma 15. A finite, nonredundant set in R" has at most n+1 
points. 
Short proof: Let X be a finite, nonredundant set. Let Y be a support­
ing subset of X with no more than n+1 points. Since every point in X 
is nonredundant in X, it must be contained in Y (theorem 13 b)* 
Therefore, X is contained in Y and we are done. • 
There is another proof which is longer, but gives more insight 
into the nature of nonredundant sets, and does not depend on 
compactness. 
Alternate proof: Suppose Xg g X^ g ... g X^^ with X^ nonredundant for 
each i. We will show that dim H k m. Let S(Xj^) = S[c£,r£]. For i < j 
we have X^ c Xj c S(Xj). So X^ c SfX^) n S(Xj) c S(t) generated by 
S(Xj^) and S(Xj) for all t e R (theorem 13 b, lemma 2). So, r(t) è rCX^) 
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= r(0). Since r(0) is the smallest possible radius of any sphere 
containing r^(t) is minimized at 0 for all t. Hence, the derivative 
of r^(t) at 0 must be 0. That is, 0 = -"ci-Cj**^ -r| + rj. For any 
X € X£, r£ = "x-c^". Consequently, **x-Cj"^ = "x-cj,**^ + "ci-Cj"^ for 
all X e X^. It follows that (x-C£,C£-Cj) = 0 for all x e X^ and i < j. 
For X c Xq, (Gi-Ci_i,Cj-Cj_i) = - (x-C£,Cj-Cj_j^) + (x-c^.j ,c j-c ) 
= (x-C£,C£-Cj) - (x-C£,C£-Cj_j^) - (x-C£_j,C£_j-Cj) + (x-C£_2,C£_2-Cj_2) 
= 0. Thus, the set t(c£-C£_j)}£_j is an orthogonal set, so dim H & m. 
To finish the proof, we will show that for any nonredundant set 
X with m elements, there is a nested chain X^ c Xg c...c X^ = X of 
nonredundant sets with |X£| = i. To show this, pick any XQC X which 
maximizes r(X-{x}) for x e X. Let X' = X - {xg}. We claim that X' is 
nonredundant. Suppose y is redundant in X'. Then S(X-{xQ,y}) = S(X'). 
Also, r(X-{xQ,y}) 6 r(X-{y}) ^  r(X*) = r(X-{xQ,y}J where the second 
inequality comes from the maximality of r(X'). Since r(X-{y}} = 
r(X-{xQ»y}), the uniqueness of circumspheres gives S(X-{y}) = 
S(X-{xQ,y}) = S(X'). But XQ is enclosed by S(X-{y}) = S(X'), contra­
dicting the nonredundance of X. Therefore, X' is nonredundant. 
Thus, given a nonredundant set X£ with i elements, we can 
construct X£_j by removing any X£ that maximizes r(X£-{x}). This can 
be continued until we end up with a singleton set X^. The existence of 
this chain implies that the original set X£ is contained in a space 
with dimension at least i-1. It follows that in R°, the largest finite 
nonredundant set has at most n+1 points. • 
Theorem 16. Let X be a bounded, nonempty set in R". Then CL X 
contains a nonredundant, supporting subset Y with n+1 or fewer points. 
Short proof: Let Z be any supporting subset of CL X that has no 
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more than n+1 points (theorem 11). Z has a nonredundant supporting 
subset Y. So S(Y) = S(Z) = S(X), and |Y| 6 |Z| 3 n+1. • 
There is a longer proof that depends only on lemma 14 to get tne 
number n+1. However* it gives more enlightenment about compactness 
than about nonredundance. The idea is to use compactness to approx­
imate X with finite subsets X^. For each i, use lemma 14 to get a 
nonredundant subset Y^ c x^ with no more than n+1 points. Then* a sub­
sequence Y^ of these nonredundant sets can be chosen so that there are 
no more than n+1 limit points in U Y- . This set of limit points can j  J 
be shown to support X. It must also contain a nonredundant* supporting 
subset Y. This last subset is the one required by the theorem. 
Algorithms 
Identifying the circumsphere S(x) of an arbitrary bounded set X 
in a Hilbert space may be difficult since its center* c(X), need not 
lie in CONV CL X* nor does S(X) necessarily contain any points of CL X 
(example 1). If X should contain a subset Y whose circumsphere S(Y) 
can be found (e.g. if Y is nonredundant) and S(Y) encloses X* then S(X) 
= S(Y) (corollary 4). In R"* CL X always contains a nonredundant sub­
set Y (with no more than n+1 points) such that S(Y) = S(X) (theorem 
16). S(Y) is then easy to find* since c(Y) is the unique point in CONV 
Y which is equidistant from each y 6 Y (theorem 11). Thus* the problem 
of finding S(X) is reduced to identifying nonredundant subsets of CL X* 
finding their circumspheres* and checking to see whether or not they 
enclose X. This approach leads directly to a simple* recursive algo­
rithm for finding circumspheres of finite sets in 
We will assume that the following functions and procedures are 
available. MIN(a*b) returns the minimum value of a and b, CHOOSE(X) 
returns any point of the set X. CIRCUMSCRlBE(X*c*r) accepts a nonre­
dundant set X and returns c and r so that S[c»r] = S(X). The variables 
X, NR* and Y refer to sets* x and c are points* and r is a real number. 
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In the following algorithm, X is passed by value* while NR, c, and r 
are passed as variables. 
Algorithm CIRCUMSPHEREO(X,NR,c,r); 
IF |X| £ 2 THEN NR + X; CIRCUMSCRIBE(NR.c,r); 
ELSE begin 
M 4- MIN(|X|,n+l); Y + {}; 
REPEAT 
X + CHOOSE(X-Y); 
CIRCUMSPHEREO(X-{x},NR,c,r); 
IF "x-c" > r THEN Y Y U fx} 
UNTIL "x-c" 3 r OR |Y| = M; 
IF |Y| = M THEN NR + Y; CIRCDMSCRIBE(NR,c,r); 
end; 
We claim that CIRCUMSPHEREO(X,NR,c,r) terminates with NR equal to 
a nonredundant, supporting subset of X, and with S[c,r] = S(NR) = S(X) 
for any nonempty finite set X. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on |X|. If |X| = 1 or 2, then X itself 
is nonredundant, and the algorithm terminateb correctly after executing 
only the first line. Suppose the algorithm terminates correctly 
whenever |X| = m k 2, and let |X| = m+1. For any x £ X, 
CIRCUMSPHEREOCX-{x},NR,c,r) terminates with NR a nonredundant subset of 
X-{x}, and S[c,r] = S(NR) = S(X-{x}). If ~x-c" ^  r, then x is redun­
dant in X and S(X) = S(X-{x}) (theorem 13 a). The algorithm terminates 
with no further changes to NR, c, or r. In case "x-c" > r, x is non­
redundant in X. It is accumulated in the set Y, the set of all points 
known to be nonredundant in X. Let Z be any nonredundant, supporting 
subset of X. Then Y c z (theorem 13 b). Now M = MIN(|X|,n+l) is the 
largest possible size of any nonredundant subset of X (lemma 14), so 
|Z| £ M. It follows that if |Y| = M, then Y = Z. That is, Y is a 
nonredundant, supporting subset of X, and the algorithm terminates 
correctly with NR = Y. • 
Because the algorithm above is recursive, it can take lots of time 
if the number of points in X is large. In the following algorithm. 
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this difficulty is overcome for small n by guaranteeing that 
CIRCUMSPHEREO is never used on a set with more than n+1 points. The 
variables X, X'» NR* and NR* are sets, c and c' are points, and r and 
r' are real numbers. All the parameters are passed as variables. 
Algorithm CIRCUMSPHEREl(X.NR,c,r); 
IF |X| a n+1 THEN CIRCUMSPHEREO(X',NR',c',r*) 
ELSE begin 
r + 0; 
FOR each X' c X with |X'| = n+1 do 
CIRCUMSPHEREO(X',NR',c',r'); 
IF r < r' THEN NR +• NR*; c + c'; r +• r*; 
end; 
We claim that given any finite, nonempty set X, that 
CIRCUMSPHEREl terminates with NR a nonredundant, supporting subset of 
X, and S[c,r] = S(NR) = S(X). 
Proof: It is easy to see that r(X) = max r(Y) = max r(Y), since X 
YcX YcX |Y|=n+l 
must contain a supporting subset with no more than n+1 points. Thus, 
whenever CIRCUMSPHEREO returns an r' which maximizes r(X') for all 
X* «= X with |X* I = n+1, it must be that NR' is a nonredundant, 
supporting subset of X', and so S[c'»r'3 = S(NR') = S(X). 0 
It is easy to find the order of this algorithm. If m = |X|, then 
there are m choose n+1 sets to search through. Since CIRCUMSPHEREO only 
operates on sets with n+1 points, it is independent of m. In terms of 
m, then, the execution time of this algorithm is 0(m°^^). 
It would be nice to be able to determine whether or not a non­
redundant subset of X is also a supporting subset of X when it is found 
rather than continuing the search through all the subsets to find 
larger circumradii. Doing this requires checking to see whether or not 
X is enclosed by each circumsphere with a larger radius. While such 
schemes may be faster in some cases, they may also have larger worst 
case orders. Our final algorithm is one in which we trade some 
possible worst case order for very nice behavior in many respects. 
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Here CIRCUMSPHEREO is never used on a set with more than n+2 points. 
For this algorithm, we need the following Boolean function: 
FlNDOUT(XiX(C»r) cycles through the points of the set X, beginning with 
X, until a point is found which lies outside S[c,r]. If found, 'true* 
is returned, and x is the point outside S[c,r]. Otherwise, 'false' is 
returned. The variables X and NR are sets, c and x are points, and r 
is real. In addition, FOUND is boolean. All parameters are passed as 
variables. 
Algorithm CIRCUMSPHERE2(X,NR,c,r)j 
REPEAT 
FOUND 4- FINDOUT(X,x,c,r); 
IF FOUND THEN CIRCUMSPHEREO(NR U (x},NR,c,r); 
UNTIL NOT FOUND; 
We claim that if CIRCUMSPHERE2 is called with NR a nonredundant 
subset of X, and S(NR) = S[c,r], then it will terminate with NR being a 
nonredundant, supporting subset of X with S(NR} = S[c,r] = S(X}. 
Proof: Suppose that NR is indeed a nonredundant subset of X with S(NR) 
= S[c,r]. If no X lies outside S[c,r], then S[c,r] = S(NR) = S(X) 
(Corollary 4). In this case, FOUND will be false, and the algorithm 
terminates correctly. Otherwise, a point x lying outside S(NR) will be 
found, and NR is replaced by a nonredundant, supporting subset of 
NR u {x} via CIRCUMSPHEREO. Now r(NR U {x}) > r(NR) since x lies out­
side S(NR}. Thus, the old NR can never be tried again. Since the 
number of nonredundant subsets is finite, the algorithm terminates. • 
It is difficult to pin down the execution time of this algorithm 
precisely. Surely it is bounded by the number of possible nonredundant 
subsets of X times the number of points in X. If |X| = m, this is 
0(m°*^). On the other hand, the algorithm may only cycle through the 
points of X once. This occurs when the first points found happen to 
form a nested sequence of nonredundant supporting sets leading up to a 
supporting subset of X. Such a sequence exists in any set (theorem 
15). In this case, the rest o. the points of X simply have to be 
checked to find out that they lie within S(X). 
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It may happen that a point x ie nonredundant in every subset of X 
that contains it. Such a point obviously belongs to every non-
redundant, supporting subset of X. It is also easy to verify that once 
such a point is tried, it must remain in NR from then on. Thus, all 
such points must belong to NR after the first cycle through X. 
We have seen two ways in which CIRCUMSPHERE2 behaves very 
nicely. In practice, it seems to converge very rapidly. 
Notes 
The problem of constructing circumspheres in n space is over one 
hundred years old. In 1857, Sylvester proposed the problem in the 
plane [10]. He gave a solution due to Fierce [113. Chrystal gave a 
similar solution in 1885, and indicated how one might construct the 
circumsphere of four points in space [2]. 
Chrystal*s paper actually contains two different geometric 
algorithms for constructing the circumsphere of a finite set in the 
plane. His first algorithm is motivated by the idea of "continuously 
diminishing the radius** of a circle which encloses the set while keep­
ing two points on its boundary fixed—a geometric notion corresponding 
to our family of spheres between two spheres. The circle is diminished 
until it contains the vertices of an acute-angled triangle or has the 
two fixed points on a diameter—corresponding to our notion of non-
O 
redundance in the plane. While his algorithm actually has order 0(m ), 
with a little modification it can be made to have order O(m^). Unfor­
tunately, the modification does not extend to 3 space. Chrystal's sec­
ond algorithm is based on the fact that a circumsphere in the plane is 
the largest circle containing a nonredundant subset of the original 
set. Its worst case order is O(m^). 
Another algorithm is given by Rademacher and Toepelitz [9, p. 103]. 
This algorithm is based on the fact that a circumsphere in the plane is 
the smallest circle containing two or three points of a set and which 
also encloses the set. Its order is O(m^). 
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Another approach is given by Franklin [6, p. 237] in which the 
problem of finding circumspheres is reduced to a problem in quadratic 
programming. 1 do not know the order of this approach. 
After Jung's paper in 1901 [8], the focus of the papers involving 
circumspheres turned toward finding better proofs of the existence of 
circumspheres. and the relation between the radius of the circumsphere 
and diameter of a set in n space. A notable effort in this direction 
is Blumenthal and Wahlin [1] where Helley's theorem is used to reduce 
the general case of an arbitrary compact set to the case of a finite 
set. A different approach is taken in Eggleston [5» p. 76] where 
Blaschke's selection theorem is used to prove the existence of circum­
spheres directly. Probably the most compact proof of Jung's theorem is 
given by Gustin [7] who reformulated the proof given by Verblunsky 
[12]. An overview of these and related results can be found in [4]. 
All of these methods, however, are strictly finite-dimensional. 
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Introduction 
Definition 1. A nonassociative algebra X over a field F 
is a vector space over F along with a multiplication defined on X which 
satisfies the following: For every x,y,z e X and c e F, 
i. c(x*y) = (cx)*y = x*(cy) 
ii. x*(y+z) = x*y + x*z 
iii. (x+y)*z = x*z + y*z 
Definition 2. A function f:X™ + X is called multilinear 
or m-linear if for each i = 1,2,...,m and all a,b £ F, and all 
x^ • • •X£_j ,x,y,X£^j^ • • .Xjjj Ê X, f (xj^ •. •Xj^_2 ,ax+by,xj^^j • • .Xjjj) -
af (xj^ • > ,x»x^^2 • • sX^) + bf (xj » c •X£_,y,X£^2 • • **111^ • (1 ) 
Note that multiplication in X is a multilinear function 
mapping X^ X. There are many important multilinear functions defined 
on X. For example, the function [x,y] = x*y - y*x is called the commu­
tator. If [x,y] = 0 for every x,y e X, then the algebra is commuta­
tive. Another multilinear function is the associator, which is usually 
designated by (x,y,z) = (x*y)*z - x*(y*z). If it is identically zero 
for all possible arguments, the algebra is associative. Let r(x,y,z) = 
(x,y,z) + (x,z,y), and l(x,y,z) = (x,y,z) + (y,x,z). If both are 0 for 
all choices of x, y, and z, then X is said to be alternative, (r and 1 
are linearizations of the right and left alternative laws, x*(y*y) = 
(x*y)*y and (x*x)*y = x*(x*y), respectively. It is easy to check that 
r and 1 are identities whenever the alternative laws hold, and the con­
verse is true whenever the field is not of characteristic 2.) 
We present here a technique which enables a computer to manipulate 
finite-dimensional algebras and multilinear functions defined on them. 
Specifically, we show an effective way to approach the computational 
difficulties involved in the following three problems: 
The first problem is to check a nonassociative algebra for specif­
ic identities. There are examples in the literature of nonassociative 
algebras for which a certain identity or group of identities is claimed 
to hold. We present a general scheme and a computer program for check­
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ing multilinear identities in a finite-dimensional algebra of modest 
size directly and automatically. The problem here is that when the 
algebra has dimension n over F and a function is m-linear» then, a 
direct substitution of basis elements requires an algorithm of order 
0(n®) which quickly becomes impractical. 
The second problem is to find a basis for the linear span of the 
union of the ranges of one or more multilinear functions. If a multi­
variate function f defined on an algebra X is not identically zero, 
then the elements of the subspace of X spanned by the range of f are 
dependence relations between the basis elements of X which would have 
to hold if f were an identity. When f is multilinear, this subspace is 
spanned by the set of values of f evaluated on basis elements only. 
Even this set of values is difficult to compute by direct substitution 
for any but the smallest examples. 
The third problem is to determine the effect of a change in the 
multiplication on the identities of an algebra. Once one or more 
dependence relations are known, it may be desirable to change the 
multiplication table and to see the effects without redoing all the 
calculations. Our method allows some freedom to experiment, even when 
relatively large tables are involved. Another situation where it is 
desirable to change the multiplication in an algebra and not have to 
start from scratch in checking identities occurs when there is bad 
data. Anyone who has spent the time and effort to input a large 
multiplication table knows how easily typographical errors can occur. 
After checking a large table only to find that the alternative law does 
not hold because of an erroneous subscript in the original copy (e.g. 
Kleinfeld [5, p. 296]), it is nice to be able to find out if changing 
that subscript will make the example work without redoing all the 
calculations. 
The major goal of this project was to discover identities of 
degree 6 in the free alternative algebra on three generators. The 
elements of this algebra are sums of words with rational coefficients. 
Each word is a parenthesized string of copies of the generators a, b. 
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or c. The degree of a word is the number of letters appearing in it. 
The degree type of a word is a triple (i,j,k) of integers giving the 
number of occurrences of a» b, and c respectively. For example « the 
word (((ab}c)b)a has degree 5 and degree type (2,2,1). It is easily 
seen that the requirement that r and 1 be identities implies dependence 
relations among words of the same degree type whose degree is at least 
3. We obtained a basis for the linear span ot the dependence relations 
of degree type (2,2,2). The dimension of this subs pace is 16. A set 
of 9 dependence relations can be chosen which, along with the permuta­
tions of the letters involved, spans the basis we obtained, and hence 
accounts for all the dependence relations in alternative algebras of 
degree type (2,2,2). These are listed in Appendix 2. Incidentally, we 
obtained an example of an alternative algebra of dimension 307. 
In the next section, we will define what we mean by the table 
of a multilinear function. A table is a generalization of both a mul­
tiplication table and the matrix of a linear transformation. The con­
cept of a table for each multilinear function is fundamental to our 
approach to the problems listed above. Following the discussion of 
tables, we define operations on multilinear functions, and the corres­
ponding operations on their tables. Next, we discuss the computer 
implementation ot tables and the operations on them, and then return to 
the three problems given above. After that, we briefly explain the use 
of the computer system we wrote. Finally, we give some of the details 
of our particular example, which was done using this system. 
Tables 
Let X be a finite-dimensional, nonassociative algebra over a field 
F. Let V = {vj ,V2.. «Vjj} be a basis of X, and let f;X° X be a multi­
linear function defined on X. To find f (x^ ,%2" where x^ is given 
n 
by SUM ajzv: for i = 1,2...m, it is easily seen that by repeated j=l J J 
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application of (1), f(xj»X2...x^) = 
SUM SUM ... SUM ai : ao.- .. .a_: f(v,- ,V: ...V; ). (2) 
il=l i2=l i„=l ^^1 ^^2 ^1 ^2 
Thus, the function f is completely determined on X® by its values on the 
set V". Let = (1,2...n}. For I = (1^,12...1^) e N™ and 1 3 k 3 n, 
let Cjj^ € F be the coefficient of v^ in the expansion of 
n 
f(v; ,VJ ...V: ). That is, f(v: ,v- ...V: ) = SUM Cti-V^. Clearly f 
H H ^m ^1 ^2 ^m k=l * 
uniquely defines each cjj^. Conversely, any choice of cjj^ for each 
I e N™, 1 £ k ^  n defines a multilinear function f on X® for a given 
basis V of X. 
If the coefficients cj^j^ are arranged into an n^*n array, it looks 
very much like the matrix of a linear transformation. In fact, by 
splitting up the evaluation of f into two natural pieces and defining a 
new vector space, we can exhibit a linear transformation whose matrix 
is precisely this array. 
Definition 3. Let be the vector space over F with basis 
VXVX,..XV = V™. If I = (ij,i2.. .ijj) € N™, denote by Vj the element 
(vi^...vi ) e V^j. Then, is the space of formal sums of the form 
Spi CjVj for I e N°, where Cj e F. 
Definition 4. Let the map f^ix" + V^j be given by 
n n n 
f^Cx,,x,...x„) = SUM SUM ... SUM a,- a,- ...a_. (v- .V: ...v- ) where 
m 1 2 m i =1 i =1 i =1 111 212 mijj I2 ha 
m 
X£ = SUM a^jVj i = 1,2...m. We call the action of the map fg, formal 
multiplication. 
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Lemma 1. Let f:X™ -»• X be multilinear. There is a unique 
linear transformation f*:Vjj, X such that f = ff^. Its matrix is 
given by the n™*n array (cj^) where f(Vj) = SUM for each I £ H™. 
Proof: Let f'(SUM ajVj) = SUM ajf(Vj). Then, f'f^Cxi...x^) = 
n n 
f'(SUM ... SUM ai i ... a_; (v: ...V{ ) = f(xi...xn,). For uniqueness, 
il=l im=l ^^1 H 1 "m 
note that f^CVj) = Vj for all I e N°. Suppose g is any other 
linear transformation with gfj^ = f. Then, f*(Vj) = ff^CVj) = f(Vj) 
= gfg^(V^) = g(Vj) for each Vj e Since f* and g agree on basis of 
n 
Vj^, f = g. Finally, f'(Vj) = f(Vj) = SUM Cjj^Vj^ for each I, so (cjj^) 
is the matrix of f. 
Definition 5. Let f be m-linear on X. The n°**n matrix (cjj^) 
of the transformation f':YQ -»• X is called the table of f. 
The reason for going to all the trouble to define a table for a 
function in this way is that there are many different physical forms 
that a table such as a multiplication table can take. Rather than 
tying our definition to a particular form, it is helpful to define the 
table abstractly so that we are free to represent it in more ways than 
one. 
Operations on Tables 
There are at least four important operations whereby new multi­
linear functions can be derived from old ones. Each such operation 
determines a corresponding operation on the tables of the functions 
involved. We shall first define these four operations, and then the 
corresponding operations on tables. Then, we shall show how to imple­
ment them. 
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Linear combinations. Let f and g be m-linear functions 
on X, and c e F. Define cf and f+g in the usual manner. It is easy to 
verify that the resulting functions are m-linear. 
Permutation. Let f be m-linear on X, and let p e 
the symmetric group on m letters. Then, define = 
^^*p(l)'''*p(m))' see m-linearity, look at the slot. 
fp('[ax+by]j') = f('[ax+by]p(j)') = afCxp^jj*) + bf('yp(j)') 
= afp('Xj') + bfp('yj'). The second equality holds because f is linear 
in the p(j)^^ slot. 
Composition. Let f be m-linear and g be p-linear on X, 
and let 1 3 j S m. Define h = f «j g by hCxj...x^+p_j) = 
f(x2...Xj_i,g(xj...Xj+p_i),Xj+p...XQ+p_i). We shall call this 
operation composition in the slot. That h is linear in slots 
1...j-1,p+j-l...p+m-1 follows immediately from the linearity of f in 
slots l...j-l,j+l..,m. For j S i S j+p-1 we have h(*(ax+by)*) = 
f('g('(ax+by)')') = f('ag('x')+bg('y')') by linearity in slot j-i+1 of 
g. Since f is linear in slot j, this last expression becomes 
af('g('%')') + bf('g('y')') = ah('x') + bh('y'). 
Example 1. Let f(x»y) = x*y, the multiplication in X. Then, 
f is 2-linear by definition. The commutator [x,y] = x*y - y*x is given 
by f - fp where p is the transposition (12) e 82* If we denote the 
associator (x,y,z) = (x*y)*z - x*(y*z) by a(x,y,z), then a is given by 
a = f *2 f - f *2 and a is 3-linear. The right alternator function, 
which we denote by r(x,y,z) = a(x,y,z) + a(x*z,y), is r = a + ap where 
p = (23) c Sg. Many other important multilinear functions are 
similarly derived via these operations. 
Now let us define the corresponding operations on the tables 
of multilinear functions. 
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Linear combinations. Scalar multiplication and addition 
are defined in the usual way for matrices. 
Permutations. For p e S^» define P(cii^) = (cp(i)j^)t 
where p(ii...i„) = (ip(i)...ip(m)) for each (ii...i^) e N°. 
Composition. Let (ajj^) be n™*n, and (bg^) be nP*n. 
Define the table (cj%) = (a^^) *j (bg^) where for each J = 
(ii'''im+l-l) ^  
n 
^^ij.,.ij+p_2)q ^(ij.. .ij_2 »q»ij+p*• •i-m+p-l^^* 
The correspondence between the operations on multilinear functions 
and the table operations defined here is given in the lemma below. 
First let us look at a special case of composition. 
In the special case where f and g map X X, that is # when 
m = p = 1 » we have that formal multiplication from X into is an iso­
morphism* and that (a£]^) and (b^j^) are the usual matrices of these 
n 
linear transformations. For example* f(v:) = SUM a::V:. In this case* 
i j=l J 
composition must occur in the first slot* since there is only one* and 
n 
(aik) *2 (b^^) = (SUM biqBqk)* which is the usual multiplication of the 
n*n matrices (b^^) * (a^^). This is precisely the matrix for the 
linear transformation fog. Regarding permutation* the identity is 
the only permutation of one slot* so the corresponding operation is 
trivial here. 
Lemma 2. Let f»g be m-linear and h be p-linear on X* with 
tables (8%%)* (b%%)* and (cy^) respectively. Let d e F* p e S^j* and 
1 3 j g n. The tables for df* f+g* fp* and f Oj h are given by 
d(aik)» (^Ik) •*" P^®Ik^» (8%%) *j (cg^) * respectively. 
n n _ 
Proof: df(Vj) = d SUM a^^v^ = SUM daj^v^ for every I c N^. 
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Consequently» the table of df is d(a%%). Similarly, (f+g)(V];) = 
f(Vj) + g(Vj) = sm + sm b^^v^ = sm (aii,+bij^)v^. Also. 
fp(Vl) = = sm Finally, f o. = 
) = 
so that the table of f «j h is given by (ajj^) *j (cg^). • 
Implementation 
In order to implement efficiently the operations we have defined, 
it is essential to choose an appropriate structure for the tables. In 
practice, the tables we can work with are very sparse. That is, most of 
the entries are 0. For instance, in our main example, the multiplica­
tion table that we start with has over 33 million entries, when in fact 
fewer than 6 thousand are nonzero. In Kleinfeld's example [5J of 
dimension 107, the multiplication table has over 1 million entries, but 
fewer than 700 are nonzero. Even small examples, such as the one in 
Humm and Kleinfeld [4] of dimension 23 quickly get out of hand if entire 
tables are represented. The table for the function (x*y)*z in [4], for 
example, has 279,841 entries, of which 147 are nonzero. It is standard 
procedure to represent such tables using linked lists. 
For input and output of tables, we chose to use a singly linked 
list of the nonzero rows of the table. Each row in turn consisted of 
the row label along with a singly linked list of nonzero entries in the 
row. This form is ideal for input and output of tables, but we found 
that having the tables listed by columns was ideal for carrying out the 
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operations* particularly composition. When it is helpful to distin­
guish between the row representation of a table and its column repre­
sentation» we call the latter a cotable. This is for our convenience 
only, as both represent the same table. The cotable could be thought 
of as the transpose of its table, but there is little theoretical ad­
vantage in this. For implementation purposes* there is no structural 
difference between a table and a cotable except for the length of the 
basis element lists in the primary and secondary lists that are used to 
represent the table or cotable. (See figure 1.) 
Table (by rows) Cotable (by columns) 
(vi,V2) : 3vi IV3 
'1- 3(VJ,V2) 5(V2,V4) 
(V2»V3) ; 2V4 V3: l(vj,V2) 
(v2tv^) : 5vi -iv^ V4: 2(V2*V3) -l(v2.V4) 
Figure 1. The structure of a table 
and its associated cotable 
Figure 1 illustrates the two representations of a single table 
that we worked with. We did not link the tables by row and column 
both* because maintaining both kinds of links would have been very 
costly in tenas of time when operating on the tables. Rather, we chose 
to do a sort each time it was necessary to change from a list by 
columns to a list by rows and vice versa. 
Now let us consider each of the three operations in turn and how 
they are implemented. Taking linear combinations of tables amounts to 
the usual scalar multiplication and addition of matrices. This can be 
done using either the row representation or the column representation 
with equal efficiency. One simply multiplies each coefficient in the 
tables by the appropriate scalar and then merges the two lists, adding 
coefficients whenever the row labels and the column labels coincide. 
To implement the permutation of a table, it is only necessary to 
permute the subscripts of the basis elements in each row label and then 
sort the result to get the new table. If the table is listed by rows, 
then one large sort involving all the rows is required. If the table 
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is listed by columns* then each column must be sorted. Typically. 
these sorts are each much smaller than one big sort would be. The 
actual trade-off depends on the particular table, and we chose arbi­
trarily to do it by columns because of the advantages of that represen­
tation for the operation of composition, which we shall see next. 
To obtain the composition A *j B = C where A = (a%%) is 
n°*n, B = (bgjj) is nP*n, and C = (cj^) is n™^^"^*n, we need 
*^(ij.. .ij_i «h^.. .hp.ij^.^ • • •i]Q)k 
choosing each nonzero a^]^ in the column of A, and forming a list 
in the following way. Let q be the element of the list I, That 
is, let q = ij. List all the products bg^ajj^ with nonzero elements 
from column q of B. To each product, attach the row label J formed by 
substituting the list H for the element ij in I, giving J = 
(i^.. .ij.]^ ,h2 *. .hp,ij^.2^.. .i^), Attach the column label k. These are 
precisely the row and column labels of Cj^. in which the product occurs 
as a summand. As a result, when all the lists from the k^^ column of A 
have been compiled, the elements with identical row labels J will be 
all the nonzero summands of Cjj^. Merging these lists gives all the 
nonzero entries in the k^^ column of C. Repeating this for each column 
of A completes the task. 
While the columns of A are searched in a linear fashion in this 
scheme, the columns of B need to be accessed randomly in order to make 
this scheme work efficiently. Our solution is to use an index consist­
ing of n pointers, one for each possible column of B, The index is 
initialized only when this operation is called for. This saves space 
and time for sparse tables since there is no other space or time 
devoted to zero entries in the tables by any of the other operations. 
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Example 2. To form the table of g = f "j f for the function 
f whose table is given in figure 1, construct the cotable of f, as in 
figure 1. Then, write out the products for the cotable of g. Finally, 
list g in its row representation. (See figure 2.) 
Cotable of f Cotable of g 
Vj: SCvj.vg) 5(v2,v^) vj; 9{vj,v2»v2) 15(v2,v^,v2) 
Vg: l(vi*v2) ^3* Sf^i.Vg.Vg) 5(V2»V^»V2) 
v^; 2(v2.V3) -iCv^.v^) 
Table of g 
(V2,V2,V2) ; 9vj^ Svg 
(v2,v^,V2) : ISv} Svg 
FIGURE 2: Composition of functions 
g = f *2 f where f is given in figure 1 
Note that in this example, the table of g has dimension 64*4, but 
it only has 4 nonzero entries. This method obtains the composite 
function g with almost trivial effort compared to trying all 64 
combinations of basis vectors. 
This basic technique for composition of functions applied to 
multiplication tables is essentially found in Hentzel and Bogben [3], 
although the idea of cotables is not found there. The search of the 
multiplication table for a pair (i»j) so that f(v£»vj) has v^ in its 
expansion is called "factoring" in that paper. The idea is that if vg 
(say) occurs in an expansion of g(v£,vj,vjj) = f (f (v£,vj) ,vjj), then it 
must occur in f(vjj,V]j) for some h and k. The only possibility is 
f(v2,V2), so that Vg is "factored" into (vj,v2). But then Vj must have 
come from some expansion f(v£,vj}. From the table of f, we find that 
v^ can be factored in two ways, into either (V]^,V2) or (v2,v^). Hence, 
g(vj,v2»v2) and g(v2»v^,v2) are exactly the rows of the table of 
g containing V3, 
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Having seen how these operations can be carried out with some 
degree of efficiency on a computer, let us turn to each of the three 
tasks posed earlier and explain our approach to them. Checking iden­
tities is a very straightforward procedure. Simply generate the table 
(or cotable) for that function. If it is empty, the identity holds. 
Otherwise, we have a list of dependence relations which must all be 
zero if the function is to be an identity. 
For example, suppose an algebra is to be checked to see if it is 
right alternative. Beginning with the table for multiplication, let A 
be its cotable. From A, generate B = A A - A *2 A. B is the cota­
ble for the associator function, (x,y,z). Then, let C = A + (23)A. C 
is the cotable for the right alternator function. (x,y,z) + (x,z,y). 
Once a table has been constructed, it is a sing)le matter to put 
its rows into row echelon form. These rows are a basis for the space 
spanned by the function acting on basis elements. By multilinearity, 
this is the whole space spanned by the range of the function. 
The next problem is to substitute back into the original multipli­
cation table so that the desired dependence relations hold. Suppose we 
n 
want SUM a^v* =0, and that a, = 1. We can eliminate v, from the 
i=l ^ ^  ^ * 
algebra in the following way. If v^ occurs in the expansion of V£*Vj 
n 
with coefficient then adding + SUM a^v^^) to this 
expansion expresses the product without v^. Note that each such pair 
(i,j) along with the coefficient is immediately available in 
the first row of the cotable for the multiplication. Since v^ is no 
longer to be considered a basis element, any nonzero product in which 
it occurs should be deleted from the multiplication table. 
Finally, we show how to recheck identities after changes are made 
in the multiplication table without having to repeat all the work. 
Lemma 3. Let f and g be m-linear and h be p-lineai on X« 
i. (f+g)p = fp + gp for all p e S„. 
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ii. (f+g) Oj h = f »j h + g »j h for 1 i j 5 m 
J 
iii, h »j (f+g) = h Oj f + h Oj g for 1 £ j p. 
Proof; i. (f+g)p(Vj) = (f+g)(Vp(j)) = f(Vp(j)) + g(Vp(j)) 
= fp(Vi) + gp(Vi) for each Vj € V^. 
ii. If 1 a k a j-1, then (f+g) Oj h(v = 
for j 5 k .-S j+p-1 and j+p S k S! j+m-1 are similar. The last part is 
This lemma can save quite a bit of effort when small changes are 
made in a table. For example* let f, a, and r be the old multiplica­
tion, associator, and right alternator functions, and let f + Af repre­
sent the new multiplication, where Af has a relatively small table in 
comparison to the table of f. Then, (f + Af) o^ (f + Af) = 
f o^ f + f Oj^ Af + Af Oj (f + Af). Since Af has a small table, there 
is not nearly as much work involved in calculating the table of 
f o^ Af + Af o^ (f + Af) and adding it to the table of f oj f as there 
would be in adding f + Af and then calculating the final table. It is 
easy to verify that Aa, the change in the associator function, is given 
by Aa = (f Oj Af - f Og Af) + [Af o^ (f + Af) - Af o^ (f + Af)]. 
The change in the right alternator function is Ar = Aa + (23)Aa. 
A computer program was written to implement these ideas. It is an 
interpreter for a simple language for manipulating tables and cotables 
for multilinear functions defined on finite-dimensional nonassociative 
algebras. Here we give a brief description of this system. 
proved in the same way. 0 
Program Description 
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There are 21 commands available to the user. These fall into 
four categories. There are I/O, OPERATION* SUPERVISORY and MACRO 
commands. 
The I/O commands are ENTER, USE, PRINT, and SAVE. The user may 
ENTER basis element names and tables directly. Once a table has been 
defined, either by entering it or via an operation on existing tables, 
the user can PRINT it. He may also SAVE it on an external file in 
internal form for quick retrieval. Basis element names and tables in 
this form are retrieved with the USE command. 
The OPERATION commands are INVERT. ADD, SUBTRACT, COMBINE, 
PERMUTE, FACTOR, REDUCE, and MODS. The INVERT command creates the 
COtable corresponding to a given table and vice versa. ADD creates the 
table containing the sum of two other tables. SUBTRACT creates the 
table with their difference. COMBINE is just like ADD, except that the 
original tables are physically combined and therefore destroyed. The 
action of a permutation on a table is accomplished with the PERMUTE 
command. The composition operation is called FACTOR. REDUCE puts a 
table into row echelon form, except for dividing to normalize the 
leading term in each row. MODS is a specialized function that takes a 
table of dependence relations, solves for a specified variable in each 
relation, and creates a table of modifications that will eliminate the 
designated variables from the expansions in a given table. 
The SUPERVISORY commands help the operator run the system. They 
include OPEN, SKIP, DESTROY, LIST, HELP, and EXIT. OPEN causes an 
external file to be available for the USE and SAVE commands. SKIP 
allows a portion of an external file to be ignored when tables or names 
are being read in. DESTROY frees the storage space from a table for 
allocation to new tables. LIST gives the names of each table defined 
by the user. HELP lists the commands available to the user and 
explains the required parameters and formats. Finally, EXIT terminates 
the whole process. 
The last category of commands are MACRO instructions which combine 
several of the basic commands. These are ASSOCIATE, ALTERNATE, and 
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DELASS. ASSOCIATE creates the cotable A B - A *£ B for any cotables 
A and B, ALTERNATE creates the co table A + pA for any cotable A and an 
appropriate permutation p. DELASS creates the table [A *2 B - A *2 B] 
+ [B *1 (A + B) - B *2 (A + B)] and the table A + B. This corresponds 
to the change in the associa tor if A represents the original multipli­
cation table and B the desired change in the multiplication table. 
An Alternative Algebra Example 
As we mentioned before, we generated all the dependence relations 
between words of degree type (2,2*2) and we constructed explicitly the 
multiplication table for the segment of the free alternative algebra 
generated by 3 letters and which is spanned by words of degree type 
(i,j,k) where i, j, and k 3 2. We followed these steps: 
We began by choosing a set which spans the desired algebra, but 
which is not quite a basis. This set consists of all left associated 
strings involving only a, b, c* or (a,b,c) and which contain no more 
than two occurrences of each generator, e.g. bb, a(a,b,c), (a(a,b,c)}b, 
((((ab)c)a}c)b, and (a,b,(a,b,c)). These 323 strings are listed in 
Appendix 1. To see that this set spans the whole space* we need the 
following facts. First, in any alternative algebra, it is easy to see 
that (Xp(2),Xp(2)'Xp(3)) " Bgn(p)(xj,X2»X3) for each p e S3. This 
can be found, for example, in [1, p. 879]. Now x(yz) = (xy)z - (x,y,z), 
so that any right association can be expressed as the sum of a left 
associated product and an associator. Using the following lemma, we can 
always reduce an associator involving products to a sun of products 
involving associators. In this way, we can decompose any product into a 
linear combination of our near basis elements. 
Lemma 4. In any alternative algebra whose field is not of 
characteristic 3, we have for every w, x, y, and z, 
(wx,y,z) = 2/3 x(y,z,w) + 2/3 (x,y,z}w + 1/3 w(x,y,z) + 1/3 (w,x,y)z 
- 1/3 z(w,x,y) - 1/3 (z,w,x)y + 1/3 y(z,w,x) + 1/3 (y,z,w)x. 
Proof; In any ring, by direct substitution, we have 
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(wx.y.z) - (w,xy,z) + (w,x,yz) = w(x,y»z) + (w,x,y)z [1, p. 879]. 
Sum the expansions of (wx.y.z). -(zwix.y)» (yz,w,x), and 2(xy,z,w). 
The result follows upon division by 3. D 
Armed with these results and a program written by I. R. Hentzel 
[2] which actually did the expansions, we generated an expansion of 
each product of near basis elements in terms of this set. 
Next, a text editor was used to code the whole table of paren­
thesized expressions into the names A1 - A3, B1 - B9, CI - C25, 
D1 - D60» El - E105 and F1 - F121 for ease of handling. This table 
exists on tape, but becauee of its size, it is not listed here. 
Our next task was to generate the tables of right and left 
alternators in this algebra. This was done using the program described 
in this paper. The program was also used to reduce the tables to row 
echelon form. Sixteen dependence relations resulted from this 
operation. Nine linear combinations of these rows were then chosen 
which, along with their permutations, span the same space as the 
original sixteen rows. To check this we used a text editor to generate 
the permutations, and then used our program to reduce the new identi­
ties to row echelon form. The rows all matched. These nine identities 
are listed in Appendix 2. 
To check that the space spanned by our identities was the whole 
space of identities in our algebra, we used the original sixteen 
relations to substitute back into the multiplication table, eliminating 
16 of the original spanning set in the manner we previously described. 
The resulting algebra was then checked to verify altemativity, and 
indeed turned out to be alternative. This table also resides on tape 
because of its size. 
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APPENDIX 1; NEAR BASIS ELEMENTS 
The following list gives the 323 words which span the 
segment of the free alternative algebra of degree type (i.jik) 
where i» j, and k are no larger than 2. Here» X = (A,B,C). 
A B C  
AB AC BA BC CA CB AA BB CC 
(AB)C (AC)B (BA)C (BC)A (CA)B (CB)A (AA)B (AA)C (AB)A (AB)B (AC)A 
(AC)C (BA)A (BA)B (BB)A (BB)C (BC)B (BC)C (CA)A (CA)C (CB)B (CB)C 
(CC)A (CC)B X 
((AA)B)C ((AA)C)B ((AB)A)C ((AB)B)C ((AB)C)A ((AB)C)B ((AB)C)C 
((AC)A)B ((AC)B)A ((AC)B)B ((AC)B)C ((AC)C)B ((BA)A)C ((BA)B)C 
((BA)C)A ((BA)C)B ((BA)C)C ((BB)A)C ((BB)C)A ((BC)A)A ((BC)A)B 
((BC)A)C ((BC)B)A ((BC)C)A ((CA)A)B ((CA)B)A ((CA)B)B ((CA)B)C 
((CA)C)B ((CB)A)A ((CB)A)B ((CB)A)C ((CB)B)A ((CB)C)A ((CC)A)B 
((CC)B)A ((AA)B)B ((AA)C)C ((AB)A)B ((AB)B)A ((AC)A)C ((AC)C)A 
((BA)A)B ((BA)B)A ((BB)A)A ((BB)C)C ((BC)B)C ((BC)C)B ((CA)A)C 
((CA)C)A ((CB)B)C ((CB)C)B ((CC)A)A ((CC)B)B AX BX CX XA XB XC 
(((AA)B)B)C (((AA)B)C)B ((AA)B)C)C (((AA)C)B)B (((AA)C)B)C 
(((AA)C)C)B (((AB)A)B)C ((AB)A)C)B (((AB)A)C)C (((AB)B)A)C 
(((AB)B)C)A (((AB)B)C)C ((AB)C)A)B (((AB)C)A)C (((AB)C)B)A 
(((AB)C)B)C (((AB)C)C)A ((AB)C)C)B (((AC)A)B)B (((AC)A)B)C 
(((AC)A)C)B (((AC)B)A)B ((AC)B)A)C (((AC)B)B)A (((AC)B)B)C 
(((AC)B)C)A (((AC)B)C)B ((AC)C)A)B (((AC)C)B)A (((AC)C)B)B 
(((BB)C)C)A (((BB)C)A)C ((BB)C)A)A (((BB)A)C)C (((BB)A)C)A 
(((BB)A)A)C (((BC)B)C)A ((BC)B)A)C (((BC)B)A)A (((BC)C)B)A 
(((BC)C)A)B (((BC)C)A)A {(BC)A)B)C (((BC)A)B)A (((BC)A)C)B 
(((BC)A)C)A (((BC)A)A)B ((BC)A)A)C (((BA)B)C)C (((BA)B)C)A 
(((BA)B)A)C (((BA)C)B)C ((BA)C)B)A (((BA)C)C)B (((BA)C)C)A 
(((BA)C)A)B (((BA)C)A)C ((BA)A)B)C (((BA)A)C)B (((BA)A)C)C 
(((CC)A)A)B (((CC)A)B)A ((CC)A)B)B (((CC)B)A)A (((CC)B)A)B 
(((CC)B)B)A (((CA)C)A)B ((CA)C)B)A (((CA)C)B)B (((CA)A)C)B 
(((CA)A)B)C (((CA)A)B)B ((CA)B)C)A (((CA)B)C)B (((CA)B)A)C 
(((CA)B)A)B (((CA)B)B)C ((CA)B)B)A (((CB)C)A)A (((CB)C)A)B 
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( ( (CB)C)B)A (( (CB)A)C)A (( (CB)A)C)B (( (CB)A)A)C (( (CB)A)A)B 
(( (CB)A)B)C (( (CB)A)B)A (( (CB)B)C)A (( (CB)B)A)C (( (CB)B)A)A 
(AB)X (AC)X (BC)X (AX)B (AX)C (BX)A (BX)C (CX)A (CX)B (XA)B 
(XA)C (XB)C (A.B.X)  (A.C.X)  (B.C.X)  
( ( ( (CA)A)B)B)C (( ( (CA)A)B)C)B ({((BA)A)B)C)C 
( ( ( (CA)B)A)C)B 
(( ( (AA)B)B)C)C 
(( ( (AA)B)C)B)C 
(( ( (BA)A)C)B)C 
(( ( (CA)C)A)B)B 
(( ( (BA)C)B)A)C 
(( ( (CA)C)B)B)A 
(( ( (CB)B)C)A)A 
(( ( (AB)C)C)B)A 
(( ( (CB)C)A)B)A 
(( ( (BB)C)A)A)C 
(( ( (CB)A)B)A)C 
(( ( (CB)A)A)C)B 
(( ( (CB)A)C)A)B 
(( ( (BC)C)A)A)B 
(( ( (BC)A)C)B)A 
(( ( (CC)A)A)B)B 
(( ( (CC)A)B)A)B 
(( ( (AC)C)B)A)B 
(( ( (BC)B)C)A)A 
(( ( (AC)B)A)C)B 
(( ( (BA)B)A)C)C 
(( ( (CA)B)C)A)B 
(( ( (BA)B)C)C)A 
(( ( (CA)A)C)B)B 
(( ( (BA)C)C)A)B 
(( ( (CA)C)B)A)B 
(( ( (AA)C)B)B)C 
(( ( (AB)C)B)C)A 
(( ( (AB)C)C)A)B 
(( ( (AB)C)A)C)B 
(( ( (CB)B)A)A)C 
(( ( (CB)A)B)C)A 
(( ( (BB)A)A)C)C 
(( ( (BB)A)C)A)C 
(( ( (BC)C)A)B)A 
(( ( (AC)A)C)B)B 
(( ( (BC)A)B)C)A 
(( ( (AC)A)B)B)C 
(( ( (BC)C)B)A)A 
(( ( (AC)B)B)C)A 
(( ( (BC)B)A)C)A 
(( ( (CA)B)B)A)C 
(( ( (BA)B)C)A)C 
(( ( (AA)B)C)C)B 
(( ( (BA)C)A)C)B 
(( ( (BA)C)C)B)A 
(( ( (BA)C)B)C)A 
(( ( (AB)B)C)C)A 
(( ( (AB)C)B)A)C 
(( ( (BB)C)C)A)A 
(( ( (BB)C)A)C)A 
(( ( (CB)B)A)C)A 
(( ( (AB)A)B)C)C 
(( ( (CB)A)C)B)A 
(( ( (AB)A)C)C)B 
(( ( (AC)C)A)B)B 
(( ( (BC)A)A)C)B 
(( ( (AC)A)B)C)B 
(( ( (CC)A)B)B)A 
(( ( (AC)B)C)B)A 
(( ( (AC)B)B)A)C 
(( ( (AC)B)A)B)C 
(( ( (CA)B)A)B)C 
(( ( (CA)B)B)C)A 
(( ( (CA)B)C)B)A 
(( ( (BA)A)C)C)B 
(( ( (BA)C)A)B)C 
(( ( (AA)C)C)B)B 
(( ( (AA)C)B)C)B 
(( ( (AB)B)C)A)C 
(( ( (CB)C)B)A)A 
(( ( (AB)C)A)B)C 
(( ( (CB)C)A)A)B 
(( ( (AB)B)A)C)C 
(( ( (CB)A)A)B)C 
(( ( (AB)A)C)B)C 
(( ( (BB)A)C)C)A 
(( ({BC)A)C)A)B 
(( ( (BC)A)A)B)C 
(( ( (BC)A)B)A)C 
(( ( (AC)C)B)B)A 
(( ( (AC)B)C)A)B 
(( ( (CC)B)B)A)A 
(( ( (CC)B)A)B)A 
(( ( (BC)B)A)A)C (( ( (CC)B)A)A)B ((AB)C)X ((AC)B)X ((BA)C)X ((BC)A)X 
((CA)B)X ((CB)A)X ((AB)X)C ((AC)X)B ((BA)X)C ((BC)X)A ((CA)X)B 
((CB)X)A ((AX)B)C ( (AX)C)B ((BX)A)C ((BX)C)A ((CX)A)B ((CX)B)A 
((XA)B)C ((XA)C)B ((XB)A)C ((XB)C)A ((XC)A)B ((XC)B)A (A,B,X)C 
(A,C,X)B (B,C,X)A A(B,C,X)  B(A,C,X)  C(A,B,X)  XX 
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APPENDIX 2: IDENTITIES OF DEGREE 6, TYPE (2,2,2) 
The following identities are linearly independent. 
Furthermore, they along with their permuted images have dimension 
16, and span the space of dependence relations of type (2,2,2). 
Note: In this table, X stands for the associator (A,B,C). 
1. - ((AB)X)C + ((BA)X)C + (A,B,X)C 
2. - ((XA)B)C + ((XB)A)C + (A,B,X)C 
3. ((AB)C)X - ((BA)C)X - C(A.B,X) - 2XX 
4. - ((AB)C)X + ((AC)B)X + ((CA)B)X - ((CB)A)X - (A,B,X)C + (B,C,X)A 
5. ((AX)B)C - ((AX)C)B - ((CX)A)B + ((CX)B)A + (A,B,X)C - (B,C,X)A 
6. ((CA)B)X - ((CB)A)X - ((CX)A)B + ((CX)B)A 
7. ((CX)A)B - ((CX)B)A + ((XC)A)B - ((XC)B)A - (A,B,X)C - C(A,B,X) 
- 2XX 
8. ((XB)A)C - ((XB)C)A + ((XC)A)B - ((XC)B)A - B(A,C,X) - C(A,B,X) 
9. 3((XA)B)C - 3((XA)C)B - (A,B,X)C + (A,C,X)B - (B,C,X)A - 2A(B,C,X) 
- B(A,C,X) + C(A,B,X) 
Remark: The first two are direct consequences of Kleinfeld's identities 
El, p. 881, eq. 2.20]. One simply multiplies on the right by C. The 
rest of the identities are new as far as we know. It is also interest­
ing to note that the only degree 5 identities were Kleinfeld's. 
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SUMMARY AND QUESTIONS 
In our first paper, we developed the theory of circumspheres 
in Hilbert space. Our main result is that if r is the circumradius 
and d the diameter of a nonempty set in Hilbert space, then r â d//2. 
A simple example shows that this is the best possible bound, and a 
sufficient condition for equality to hold is given. It would be 
interesting to know whether this condition is also necessary. 
In addition, we presented three algorithms for finding circum­
spheres in The best overall order that we could prove is 0(m*^*^) 
where m is the number of points in the set. We gave an algorithm with 
best case order 0(m). We suspect that the order of this algorithm is 
better than 0(m'^"*'^), but were unable to either prove it or find an 
example in which this algorithm takes nearly this long. 
In the second paper, we showed how to find and check multilinear 
identities in finite-dimensional nonassociative algebras using the 
computer and a very general, exhaustive technique. We found identities 
of degree 6 in the free alternative algebra on three generators. Two 
of the nine we found are simple consequences of Kleinfeld's identities 
of degree 5. It would be nice to independently verify the others 
through traditional means. 
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